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~EFORE TEE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

A~~lication o~ SOUTEERN CA1I?OR.~A ) 
GAS COMPANY and. PACIFIC LIGETING ) 
GAS SUPPLY COYiPANY ~or Authority ) 
to Revise Gas Ra.tes and Tariffs ) Application 84-03-70 
Effective May 1. 1984. under the ) (Filed March 9. 1984) 
Consolidated Adjustment Mechanism. ) 

-----------------------------) 
(See Decision 84-07-071 for a~pearances.) 

O!!NION 

Applic~~ts Southern Cali~orn1a Gas Company and Pacific 
Lighting Gas Supply Company (SoC81) have filed this application 
pursuant to the Consolidated Adjustment Mechanism (CAM) procedure. 
Also this year. SoC81 is applying ~or a general rate increase 

• 
(Application 84-02-25). In addition, SoCal will file a Fall CAM 
application. These three applications have become very interrelated 
with most rate design issues moved out of' the general rate case and 

• 

heard in the two CAM proceedings. A major deciSion is expected late 
in 1984 with rates to be effective in January '985 which will 
incorporate the resolution of the rate design and revenue requirement 
issues of both the Fall CAM and general rate increase proceedings. 
Today's deCision will resolve only those issues which require 
resolution at this time. 

:Because the change in the revenue requirement as calculated 
by SoCal is small and ra.te stability is desira.ble, SoCal seeks no· 
rate increase in this application. A joint prehearing conference in 
this proceeding and the general rate case was conducted in Los 
Angeles on Ma:ch 26, '984. Nine days of hearing were held in Los 
Angeles and San FranCisco during April 1 984 - The ease was submitted 
subject to clOSing brief's filed June 22, 1984. 

.' 
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Revenue Reguirement 
The first and. ~oremost issues to be decided concerning the 

revenue requirement is w~ether or not a rate increase can be 
gr~~ted. I~ a rate increase can be granted then an appropriate 
revenue requirement must be developed; if on the other hand, no rate 
increase can be authorized, many issues su:-rounding the revenue 
:-equirement a:-e moot. This issue is highlighted or the differences 
of the increased revenue requirement developed by the company ($16.8 
million) and oy the sta.!'! ($22:;.9 million). A major 1"actor in this 
di~terence is the treatment to be a!~orded a refund to SoCal from 
Transwestern Pipeline Company (T:-answestern) which will be dis~~sed 
later in this deCision. 

In this proceeding, SoCal assumed that its proposed 
treatment of the refund would prevail and therefore it would not need 
to increase rates. The sta!! on the other hand took the pOSition at 
the p:-ehearing conference that the CommiSSion might adopt different 

.treatment for the retund, thus requiring a rate increase. The staff 
requested that the companr renotiee its customers to disclose the 
possibility of a rate increase. The company refused. Toward Utility 
Rate Normalization (TURN) in its brief on this issue, argues that we 
cannot authorize an increase in rates without proper notice of a rate 
increase. 

We agree with the TURN's pOSition tor the particular facts 
01" this case and will not authorize an across-the-board rate 
increase. With this deCision that there will be no ra.1:e- increase 
authorized at this time (except the ammonia producer ra.te)~ the usual 
revenue requirem~nt issues are mooted • 
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T~answestern RefUnd 

On Dececber 1~ 1982~ Transwestern ~iled its 198; general 
rate case application~ RP 83-25~ with the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Comcission (?ERC). The application was accepted~ consolidated With 
T:rans'W'estern's 1981 general rate proceeding~ RP 81-1;0~ and suspended 
until ,June 1~ 198)_ The issue remaining in the 1981 case was the 
minicu: bill structure. Transwestern's· partial settlement o~ its 
1981 rate case was approved by PERC on ~~y 2, 198)- Transwestern 
~iled tarif~ sheets incorporating the 1981 rate case settlement into 
the '98~ rate case application ettective Ju-~e 1,1983- The 198} rate 
case rates were effective June 1, 1983 subject to refund. 

SoCal's Y~y 1983 Ck~ proceeding included the increased 
rates from the 1983 Transwestern general rate case. The rates 
reflected in the tari~fs approved by this Co~ission tor D-8~05-056, 
SoCal t s May 198~ Ck"!, became et:f"ective May 18, 1983 and were not 
explicitly made "subject to refund". The total amount of the 1983 

• CAM increase was $397 million. The amount of the Transwestern refund 
here at issue is expected to be approximately $100 million. This 
retund to SoCal will flow trom Transwestern as a result of the !inal 
settleme~t of the 1983 Transwestern case before the FERC. At the 
time of the tiling of this CAM (A.84-0~30), settlement of that 1983 
Transwestern case was imcinent but the precise amount was not yet 
finalized. The exact amount will not be known until the final 
settlement is actually approved early August 1984 • 
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The issue betore us is how to treat this Transwestern 
refund. SoCal argues that it should be put in the CAM balancing 
account in order to avoid a rate increase to its customers at this 
time. TURN supports this argu:ent. The cO::lIllission statf and several 
other parties. notably CY~. argue that Public Utilities Code1 

Section 453.52 and California Manufacturers Association v. Public 
Utilities Com=ission (1979) 24 Cal. 3d 836 (hereinatter referred to 
as CY~) apply and therefore the Tr~~western refund must be 

_.f~ 

refunded accordingly - i.e •• actually paid out and in proportion to 
usage Since June 1983 • 

1 All Code'references hereatter will be to the Public Utilities 
Code unless otherwise noted. 

2 Section 453.5 states: Whenever the commission orders rate 
refunds to be distributed. the cO::lIllission shall require public 
utilities to pay ref~~ds to all current utility customers. and. when 
practicable. to prior customers. on an equitable prorata baSis 
without regard as to whether or not the customer is classifiable as a 
residential or commercial tenant. landlord. homeowner. bUSiness, 
industrial, educational. governmental, nonprofit, agricultural, or 
any other type of entity. 

For the purposes of this section equitable prorata baSis 
shall mean in proportion to the amount originally paid tor the 
utility serVice involved, or in proportion to the amount of such 
utility service actually received. 

Nothing in this section shall prevent the comcission from 
authorizing re~ds to residential. and other small customers to be 
based on current usage • 
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• In the ~ case the Court applied § 453.5 and annulled in 
pa~t Comcission Decisions 88361 ~~d 88751 which had ordered PG&E and 
So Cal to put certain gas supplier refunds into balancing accounts 
under § 792.5.3 to offset prospective rate increases. We think the 
~actual ~~d legal situation in the present case is substantially 
different trom that presentee in ~ case and thus is clearly 
distinguishable. 

At issue in the ~ case were gas supplier retunds to SoCal 
and ?~ relating back as :luch as five years from ou~ 1977 and 1978 
decisions. in the period 1972-1976. There. tariffs had been approve~ 
by the Com:ission as a part of the original pass-through rate 
increase ~~d were explicitly made "subject to retund"; those tari~s .. 
specifically mentioned proportion~te customer-class retunds • 

• 
~he Court referred to the fact that the supplier re~ds were time-
delayed, that the overcollection time period was not immediately 

• 
preceding the 1977 C~:ml.iSSiOn decision. a.~d that th'e comm:sSion orde~" 
was made after certa:.n industrial customers sharply curtalled their'·: 
gas usa.ee. 

,", 
J 

3 Section 792.5 states: Whenever the com:ission authorizes any 
changes in rates reflecting and passing through to customers specific 
changes in costs except rates set for common carriers, the commission 
shall require as a condition o£ such order that the public utility 
establish and maintain a reserve account reflecting the balance, 
whether positive or negative. between the related costs and revenues, 
and the commission shall take into account by appropriate adjustment 
or other action any posi t1 ve or negative balance remaining in any 
such reserve account at the time of any subsequent rate adjustment • 
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The Co'C.:'"t i"tself' stated the issue. ":Because §§ 453.5 and 
792·5 . present conflicting legislative directions ••• y we 
must theref'ore deter:line the scope of' § 453.5 •••• " (empha.sis added) 
(24 Cal. 3d at 843). ~he Court then determ1ned that section's seope 
and stated: 

"Within the context of the case bef'ore uS y we 
there~ore hold that the statutory ter:n 'rate 
ref'unds' as used in § 453.5 y ref'ers to prior 
direct rebates received by utilities from their 
suppliers for past overcharges and ear:larked br 
co~ission-a~~roved tari~fs for 'refund' to 
custo::ers." (emphasiS added) (24 Cal.3d at 
848) 

The question then is whether § 453.5 y with its scope so 
defined and delimited y is applicable to the supplier refund presently 
before us. Briefly stated here y and to be analyzed below in the 
context of ~y the facts in this proceeding are: 

1. The relevant May 1983 CAM customer increase 
was not only not made "subject to refund"y 
but there wer~o tariffs "earmarking" 
proportionate customer classes or any other 
type of refund distribution; 

2. The amounts here in question were not "time 
delayed" but instead are f'orthcoming from ~~ 
"i::ediately preceding rate adjustment" (24 
Cal. 3d at 842); 

3· There are no parties who have specifically 
shown that they would be unfairly 
disadvantaged by bal~~cing account 
treattlent; 

4. The relevant Y~y 1983 customer increase did 
not even ~f'ect industrial rates; 

5. The 198; Ck~ proceeding involved numerous 
additional in~errelated ~aetors and not just 
a separatey identifiable gas cost pass
through • 
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The only see~ing similarity between these proceedings is that we are 
dealing in both with a gas cost refund from a supplier. ~ut that 
similarity alone does not invoke § 453.5.. Tha~ section is invoked 
only when the subject amounts are "included Within the seyarate, 
limited category of 'rate retunds'" (emphasis added) (24 Cal. 3d at 
846) as outlined in the ~ opinion. I~ not so included, then 
§ 453.5 does not apply and thus does not limit § 792.5 or any other 
traditional powers of the Cocmission. 

Further analyzing ~~. we note the Court found that the 
Legislature specifically intended the amounts there at issue to be 

re:!unded as set 1"orth in § 453.5. Second, the sponsor ot § 453.5 
introduced the legislation to avoid discriminatory treatment of these 
particular retunds. Third, the a:ount at issue was earlier earmarked 
by Co~ission-approved tarifts not only to be refunded but to be 
retunded in a specific way. Fourth, balancing account 
overcollect1ons did not retlect excessive charges for the period 

~ "immediately preceding rate adjustment", but instead rate adjustment 
for these particular supplier refunds was delayed. Finally, the 
Court in ~ rejected the Commission's argument that no "refund" 
occurs until the commission actually orders that a re~d be 
distributed. This last pOint is not an issue in the current 
proceeding. 

~ 

As stated above, we are convinced that the Transwestern 
re~~d amount at issue here is distinguishable ~rom the gas supplier 
"rate retunds" defined by the Court in the ~ ease and there made 
subject to § 45:;.5 limitatiOns. 
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• 

• 

The ~irst major distinction is that the resultant rate 
increase included in SoCal's May 1983 CAM proceeding (D.83-05-056)~ 
stemming in part ~roc the 1983 Transwestern FERC increase (FERC 
docket RP 83-25), was never "earmarked by commission-approved taritfs 
for 'refund' to customers". (24 Cal. 3d at 848) The tariff approved 
by this Co~ission to implement SoCal's May 198; CAM makes no, 
reference to the Transwestern docket RP 8;-25 before the 'PERC. No 
ostenSible entitlement to any potential refund was established ~or 
~~ customer of SoCal's by ~hat commission-approved tarif~. In 
~, by contrast p the Co~ission had earlier approved tariffs of 
the utilities which contained the ~ollowing language: 

"Refunds received from El Paso Natural Gas Company 
and PaCific Lighting Service company as related 
to the F.P.C. aocke~s lieted in subsection "c" 
will be made to various customer ci~sses in 
ro~ortion to the contin .ent offset char es 

co ec·ec ur~n t.e erio s to which the refunds 
a~ply" emphasiS added • 
Given the language of the former tariffs, customers of the 

utilities arguably had a legal entitlement to refUnds thus earmarked 
by the Commission. Under the cireumstances of that case, not the 
least of which was the 5-year time delay involved, petitioners 
certainly had an equitable claim to the refunds. Those circumstances 
simply are not present in this case and thus § 45;.5~ as specifically 
delimited by the Supreme Court, does not apply.5 

4 This is the SoCal tariff' language applicable during the'. 1972-
1976 period at issue in ~ 
5 See 24 Cal. 3d at 848 • • -8-
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It should be noted that Commission ratemaking procedures 
have ch~~ged dramatically since the time o~ the events at issue in 
~. In the early 1970's? o~!set rate increases simply passed 
through to customers particular gas cost increases imposed by 
suppliers. This pass-through mecha..~ism permitted s~cifi': 
identification of the portion of the increase borne by each customer 
elass, as the a~ove-re!erenced tari~fs reveal. The Court in ~ 
referred to the nature of the balancing aecounts at that time as 
adjusting for "variations in a single item of cost? such as natural 
gas purchased from suppliers". (24 Cal. 3d at 842) 

Since the adoption of the CAM procedu:-e in 1981 (Commission 
Resolution G-2406) all this has changed. O~~set increases nov 
include not only specific supplier rate adjustcents, but ~rior period 
undercolleetions and a margin component as well. The proeedure is? 
indeed, a Consolidated Adjustment Mechanis:. Post 1981 tariffs do 

.: 

• 
not distinguish between charges -for gas costs? charges fCI:" margin 
contribution ~d other consolidated adjust:ents. It is therefore no 
longer possible to trace the result of FERC authorized 
increases!re~unds to specific retail customer classes as it was prior 
to 1981. The tariffs no longer include language that designates 
certain amounts as 3u~ject to refund in each rate schedule ~nding 
resolution o~ particular FERC dockets. 

Of major concern to the Court in the C~~ case was the fact 
that the refunds represented overcharges occurring from 1972 through 
1976. The Court expressed concern that Circumstances and identity of 
eustomers would have changed radically during the intervening 
period. Balancing account treatment of the refund would not properly 
have compensated the customers who actually contributed to the refund 
amounts. 

• 
In this ease the refund period is froe June 19~until June 

or July 1984? obviously a recent period. The rate design adopted in 
the May 1983 CAM is still in place. The customers who have 
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contributed to the re~und a:ount are the same customers whose rates 
would have been increased todayp were we not to authorize SoCal to 
place the Trasnwestern retund in the CAM bal~~e1ng acco~nt. It is 
these same customers whop i~ we were to invoke § 453.5, would receive 
monetary refunds based on "current usage". Further, and unlike the 
facts of ~, so called low priority industrial and coccercial 
customers did not contribute to the subject overcharge. Their rates 
were not increased by our ~~y 1983 order. 

Section 453.5 states that rate refunds (as defined and 
delimited in ~) a:e to be distributed "to all current utility 
customers ~, when practicable, to prior customers ••• " 
(emphasis added). Even it we were dealing with "rate refunds" as 
outlined in ~, we would then have to determine whether a prorata 
prior customer rebate scheme met the "practicable" test of § 453.5. 

Webster's New World Dictiona~ (2d college ed. 1982), at 
1117, defines practicable as "practical, useful". In light of the 

~above related facts describing the genesis of and the contributors to 
the atlount in issue, the ordering 0'£ an actuaJ. retund payment to 
these ratepayers, and then the increasing of rates to the same group 
in order to recoup those same monies to balance the CAM account is 
neither practical nor useful. 

Again, the classes of customers who did contribute to the 
refund amount (if any can be traced) were the high priority 
reSidential, G-1, GN-2a, and wholesale customers. These are the 
customers who would be entitled to a retund and § 45~.5 specifically 
and as a qualitication states ~hat these customers may receive 
refunds based on current usage. Q The ef~ect of placing the 
~ra.nswestern amount in SoCal' s CAM balancing account is Virtually the 
same as ordering an actual refund to these same customers, based on 
current usage. 

A 6 W'holesale customers (SDG&E and ~he City of Long Beach) must be 
~treated separately as these customers pay SoCal's actual cost of gas 

each month subject to their own balancing account correc~ions_ 
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Finally. as a~ additional aspect of "practicality." ve 
consider~ ~hat it is also in the interest of rate stabilization that 
we not order a monetary refund and a consequent rate increase in this 
CAM proceeding. 
Use of Forecast Rates 

Only one issue requiring resolution remains to be 
discussed. The issue is whether revenues at present rates should be 

computed at rates in effect on the date of filing or certain indexed 
rates should be forecast for the future CAM period. 

In order to deter:nine a rate change we forece.st the 
utility's revenue requirement tor the future year test period. and 
compare that a:ount to an estieate of the revenue that will be 
received over the same period at present rate levels. Generally 

.... 
speaking. the estimate of revenues at present rates ,has been fairly 
non-controversial. However, with the adoption of indexed rates. 

. particularly the indexed GN-5 rate~ the issue of future revenues at 
• present rates is mo:-e problematic. The indexed rate is subject to 

automatic change biweekly depending on changes in the deSignated low 
sultu:- waxy reSidual fuel oil price index. 

• 

In calculating the revenue requirement for this case SoCal 
has used revenues at present rates (date of filing) for all non-
indexed rates. but has used a forecast average rate as the present. 
rate for the indexed GN-5 rate. The staff, however, objects to 
using a forecast of the indexed rate because it does not reflect the 
"present" rate. In addition, the staff believes using the forecast 
rate will invite controversy over the appropriate forecasting 
methodology. The staff reco~ends using the indexed rate in effect 
as of the date the application is filed. TURN argues forcefully for 
use of the forecast rate • 
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~o use ~he rate in effect on an1'given day could result in 
So significant error in the revenue requirement calculation which 
would be reflected in wide swings in the balancing account. It baa 
been and continues to be our intent to provide ~or as stable rates as 

possible without allowing the balancing account to accumulate large 
under- or overcollections. We also note that both our statf and 
Southern California Edison Comp~~y must produce forecasts of both oil 
prices and future GN-5 rates tor the Edison offset cases. In this 
circumst~~ce, we ~~ll allow SoCal to calculate revenues at present 
rate with the forecast indexed rates tor the November CAM. Eowever, 
the staft may present its forecast on the baSis of the rates then in 
effect, together with additional eVidence that might show that the 
rate-in-etfect method will not produce large balancing account swings. 
Rate DesiS!! 

With the revenue requirement discussed ~arlier and the 

• 

Transwestern RefUnd issue resolved, rate design is the remaining 
subject to be discussed. As mentioned earlier in this deCiSion, 
various rate design issues have been or will be resolved in one of 

• 

the three main SoCaJ. proceedings this year. At this pOint·, a baSic 
outline showing in which case main issues will be decided is helpful 
as shown below: 

S'Orin..: CAM 

GN-5 Episode 
Day RatE' 

Indexing 
Industrial 
Rates 

Economic 
Curtail
ment vs 
fioer 
:pricing on 
Indexed 
Rates. 

General Rate Case 

SerVice Establish
%:lent Charge 

:Ba.seline 
Quantities 

Wholesale 
Capacity Charge 
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Fall CAM 

Resi~ent1al 
Tier 
Structure 
2 or ; tiers 

Relationship of 
GN-1 y GN-2A tc> 
Residential 
Average Rate 

Customer Charge 
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Spring CAM 

Am:lonia 
Produee::
Rate 

General Rate Case Fall CAM 

Subme'tering 
discounts 

Food Proeessor 
Rate Continu
ation 

Water Pumping 
Rate 

GN-3 applica
bility Clause 

In order to provide some guidance to parties participating 
in the Fall CAM~ a ~ew comments are warranted based on the evidence 
adduced to date_ 

First~ evidence on submetering discounts should encompass 
three scenarios (1) no customer charge. (2) existing customer charge 
remains the same p and (3) the eustomer charge is increased as 

• 
requested by~ SoCal. 

Second p it' the :l.'U::lber of reSidential tiers is reduced then 
asS'W1!.e an elimination of the customer charge. If the customer cha.rge 
is increased assuce continuation of the three tier structure. 

Third, the outline shows that we are interested in the 
issue of rate targeting based on end use applicability and whether or 
not such a practice should continue. 
GN-5 E~isode Dar Rate 

With these prefatory remarks concluded we can work through 
the Spring CAM issues. The ~irst such is whether the GN-5 episode . 
d~ rate should be continued. In the past p we have implemented the 
GN-5 episode day rate to help recover the SoCal revenue reqUirement. 
This concept simply recognizes that on episode days Edison has no· 
alternate fuel. We have set the average retail rate as the standard 
for this rate. In this proceedingp although opposed by Edison, there 
was no evidence produced to warrant the adoption of a different 
standard. We do note however, that in Northern California the 

.comparable average UEG rate (G-55) is much closer to the system 
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ave:-age rate than in the SoCaJ. territory where the average 'OEG ra.te 
is much below the syste: ave:-age :-ate. Ye will continue the episode 
day rate which will be based. on the forecast average retail rate. 
Indexing Industrial Rates 

SoCal has proposed that the GN-32/42 and 36/46 be indexed 
in order to prevent 1.3 Ee~ o~ additional fuel switching. The GN-
32/42, is to be indexed to Los Angeles area No. 2/diesel fuel prices 
and the GN-;6/46 rate would be referenced to the U.S. Gulf Coast spot 
market p:-ices. The iloo:- p:-ice would be the aVOidable cost plus 5¢ . 
(35.67 ~ 5·0 = 40.67). The indexing p:-oposal was generally supported 
and was not opposed by ~~y pa:-ty. TURN. however. cautions that the 
initial or reference base price be clear and unacbiguous. We agree. 
We will adopt the indexing proposal as proposed by SoCal. but we will 
set the initial p:-ice to be equal ~o the cur~ent tariff rate 
(.56776¢/ther:) with this rate allowed to cha.~ge atter the date of 
this decision in accordance with the prcposed indexing mechanism • 

• The da"te o~ issuance is also the date ~:-om which the it'.dexing will be 
calculated. " 
Economic Curtailmen"t 

A sub-issue o~ the indexing o~ rates deals ~th economic 
curtailmen"t. Economic curtailment simply means that if the indexed 
rates should tall below what we consider to be a "floor price" then 
the utility curtails service "to that schedule. This theoretically 
should no"t work a hardship on any customers because these customers 
are ready and wi~~ing on a moment 9 s notice to switch to an alternate 
fuel. 

Another option to economic curtailment is so-called "fioo:" 
pricing" which simply means that i! the indexed rates would indicate 
a rate below our floor price. then the utility would continue to make 
sales at the ~oor price and that customers could curtail themselves 
if they so desired. This concept was supported by TURN and opposed 
by no party. Ye feel that this is a reasonable alternative to 
eeonomic curtailment in that it will likely result in a greater 

•
margin contribution it the price of alternative fuel drops 
substantially than if economic curtailment is retained. 
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Am~onia Producer Bate ~~d Surcharge 
The Ac:onia Producer Rate is legislatively mandated to be 

two cents above the price of SoCal's swing source of gas supply. All 
~arties agree that for the next six months El Paso is the swing 
supply ~~d the rate is the El Paso price plus 2 cents. The major 
issue raised in this regard is vhat should take place in the event 
the price o~ the swing supply should change between of~set 
proceedings. A second issue is how the ~onia producer surcharge 
should be calculated and then applied. 

We will discuss the latter issue first. The ~Ammonia 
Producer Rate~ is a subSidized rate. The subsidy according to the 
legislation is to be made up by non-residential customers throughout 
the state. CMA argues that the ammonia rate does contribute to 
margin and greater sales produce a larger contribution which should 
result in a smaller surcharge. We disagree. CMA f'a11s to realize 
that the rate is a subsidized rate ~~d that greater sales mean that 

• a greater subsidy is produced Which must be made up by other 
customers. We find the stat! calculation of the surcharge 
reasonable. Several parties including the staff' agree that the 
su:charge should be applied simultaneously statewide ~~d that there 
presently exists no mech~~ism to accomplish this. We believe that 
SoCal should maintain a separate account of the ~onia producer rate 
revenue shortf'all until a statewide mechanism can be adopted. SoCal 
and the statf' should cooperatively propose such a mechanism during 
the Fall CAM. 

• 

The more important issue is how SoOal should respond to a 
change in the SWing source of' gas supply. The price ot' the SWing 
source not only controls the Ammonia Producer Rate but also the floor 
price of the other industrial indexed rates. Another ~act vhich 
complicates this matter is that the nature of' gas su;pply contracts 
makes it impossible to know for certain, particularly early in the 
year, what source is indeed the SWing source. Union Oil in 
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recognizing these facts argues that once a swing source is projected 
by the Commission that price could not be changed without a hearing. 
TURN and the staff take the position that the company should be 
allowed to make an advice letter subject to reasonableness review 
whenever SoCal projects a cha.~ee in the swing source o~ supply. 

We believe that the points raised by Union Oil are valid. 
~here are indeed many facts that could be contested in arriving at a 
conclusion that the incremental source of gas has changed. If we 
authorized SoCal to file advice letter rates in this circumstance 
then it is very likely the advice letter would be legitimately 
protested with hearing likely ~ollowing. Also. it appears that at 
this time the dollar effect o~ an incremental source change would be 

very small because the indexed industrial rates do not appear to 
approach the price floors for those rates. Thus. the only rate that 
is likely to be at issue is the Ammonia Producer rate. The Ammonia 
Produce~ requirements do not appear great enough to result in so 

• large an impact for other. customers that the determination of the 
swing source cannot be reexamined during the regularly scheduled Fall 
CAM. 
"Wholesale Rates 

The only other rates. in addition to the Ammonia Producer 
Rate. that change significantly are the wholesale rates. These rates 
are reduced slightly,. based on the Wholesale rate formula,. because ot 
slight changes in SoCal' s average cost of gas and in the 'Wholesale 
]alancing Account. 
Findings of Fact 

• 

1. Application 84-03-30 requests no rate increase except in 
the ammonia producer rate. 

2. The notice of the rate application in this proceeding 
indicated no rate increase was sought. 

3. T~e GN-5 rate is subject to rapid fluctuations both 
seasonally and non-seasonally • 
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4. The 1983 general rate increase rates of Transwestern were 
ef~ective June 1, 1983 subject to refund. 

S. Transwestern's general rate increase rates effective 
June 1, 1984 we:-e incorporated in SoCal's May 1983 CAM offset 
proceeding. 

6. In the ~~y 198, CAM proceeding (D.83-05-056) there was no 
separate earmarking of any potential refunds to be handled in any 
specific manner. 

7. A Tr~~swestern Refund will be paid to SoCal during early 
A.ugust 1984. 

8. Priority custo~ers ?-23, 3, 4, and 5 received no rate 
increase in D.83-05-056. 

9. Rate design policy in e+':f'ect in May 1983 re:::ains 
essentially unchanged_ 

10. The group of customers on the gas system du:-ing and 
following May 1983 is reasonably identical to the group of customers 

~that Will be on the system in the near future. 

~ 

11 • In May 1983, So Cal , s :::arginal cost was below the average 
cost which relationship continues today and should continue in the 
near future. 

12. A!te:- Resolution G-2406, our balancing account procedure 
applicable to purchased gas has changed fro::: pasSing through a single 
element to multiple elements of cost. 

13. :Balancing account treatment of the Transwestern Refund will 
provide greater rate stability than a one time refund. 

14. In May 1983, rates for priority ZB, 3, 4, and 5 customers 
were kept at their alternate fuel price. 

15. On smog episode days, the electric generating utilities 
have no alternate t'Ilel other than gas. 

16. No sufficient evidence has been presented to warrant either 
elimination of the episode day rate or a change in the rate standard. 
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17. Indexing the GN-32/42 and 36/46 rates will prevent 
additional fuel switching. 

18. A reasonable floor price for index rates is the avoidable 
cost (price of swing source) ~ 5¢. 

19· Curtailing ~~stomers on indexed rate schedules when the 
indexed rate falls below the floor price will result in less 
contribution to margin than if ss~es are allowed to continue at the 
floor price. 

20. For the next six eonths El Paso Gas Company will represent 
the incremental source of fuel for SoCsl. 

21. Stat! ca1~~lation ot the ammonia producer rate surcharge 1s 
reasonable. 
Conclusions of Law 

1. No rates except the ammonia producer rate should be 
increased at this time. 

2. SoCal should be authorized to place the Transwestern Refund 

• 
into its CAM balancing account except ~or that portion of the refund 
due to its wholesale customers which should be passed through based 

• 

on past usage. 
3. The rates set forth in Appendix A are just and reasonable 

for the period these rates will be in effect. 
4. SoCal should be allowed to file GN-32/42 and GN-36/46 rates 

that are indexed as dis~~ssed herein. 
5. The application should be granted to, the extent provided in 

the above Findings • 
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QR~!R 

IT IS ORDERED that on or after the effective date o~ this 
order. Southern California Gas Company (SoCal) is authorized to tile 
revised tariff schedules reflecting the rates attached as Appendix A. 
The revised tariff schedules shall take effect 5 days after the date of 
filing. 

This order ~comes etfect~ve 10 days ~rom today. 
Dated • AUG 7 1984 • at San FranCisco. Ca.li~ornia. 

Coeml~z1oner ~1~c111a C. Grow. 
boi~Z ~cce=s~~ily a~~o~~. d!~ 
:.o~ ~t.!Ci'p<lt.o 
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!'EO~ARD !o!. CR:n-r-.c.S. JR. 
P:rocide::rt 

VrC:-OR CA:LYO 
DC:;..u.::> V"!..~ 
WILL:.A.~ 1'. BAGLEY 

Coc::!::;z1 ono:"'!: 
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AP'PnmIX A 

~. 

Southern califor~ia Gas Compa~y 

Su::r..a..""Yof Present and Adopted Rates 

Class of 
Servic~ 

Residential 

Lifeline 
Tier II 
~ier III 

Commercial-Industrial 

GN-l 
GN-2A 
GN-Z:S 
G-COG 
GN-32/42 
GN-36/4& 
GN-34 First 900 Mth 

Next 600 Mth 
Over lS0 0 Mth 

Ammonia Producers 

GN-6A Inside SCAOMD 
GN-6B OUtside SCAQMD 
G~-7 

May 1984, CAM 
(Cents Per Zherm} 

... 

Present 
Rat~s 

46.484 
71.810 
81 .. 810 

71.840 
7l.840 .. 
&2.lS6 
47.917 
56.77& 
56 .. 77& 
56.776-
4S.120 
43.120 
37.620 

Utility Electric Gen~ration 

GN-5 Non-Episode Day 46.219 
5&.68& GN-S Episode Day 

Wholesale 

G-60 
G-61 

41 .. 123 
40.866 

'* Estimated 12 month average. 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 

.Adopted 
Rates 

46.484 . 
71.810 
8l.810 

71.840 
7l.840 
62.~ 
47.917· 
56.776 
56.776 
~.776 
45-.120 
43.120 
37.670 

48.000 
44 .. 000 
40.000 > 

4&.219· 
56.686 

40.587 
40.l21 


